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Introduction

We are working on reconstructing neutrino energy in events selected as νμ CC and νe CC 
in the DUNE far detector, which is a liquid argon time projection chamber (LArTPC). 

DUNE far 
detector

Chapter 8: Software and Computing 8–130

Figure 8.2: Examples of accelerator neutrino interactions, simulated by LArSoft in the MicroBooNE
detector. The panels show 2D projections of different event types. The top panel shows a νµ charged-
current interaction with a stopped muon followed by a decay Michel electron; the middle panel shows
a νe charged-current quasi-elastic interaction with a single electron and proton in the final state; the
bottom panel shows a neutral-current interaction with a π0 in the final state that decayed into two
photons with separate conversion vertices.
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νμ CC event in LArTPC  νe CC event in LArTPC

 Ref:  http://docs.dunescience.org/cgi-bin/ShowDocument?docid=183&asof=2016-1-30
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Introduction

Neutrino energy reconstruction is extremely important for DUNE since it will make 
measurements of neutrino oscillation parameters including the possible CP-violating phase 
δCP. Neutrino oscillation depends on true energy, but the energies of the neutrinos 
interacting in the far detector are unknown, and must be reconstructed as accurately as 
possible.

Chapter 3: Long-Baseline Neutrino Oscillation Physics 3–17
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Figure 3.5: νe and ν̄e appearance spectra: Reconstructed energy distribution of selected νe CC-like
events assuming a 150 kt · MW · year exposure in the neutrino-beam mode (left) and antineutrino-
beam mode (right), for a total 300 kt · MW · year exposure. The plots assume normal mass hierarchy
and δCP = 0. The spectra are shown for both the CDR reference beam design and the optimized beam
design as described in Section 3.9.1.
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Figure 3.6: νµ and ν̄µ disappearance spectra: Reconstructed energy distribution of selected νµ CC-like
events assuming a 150 kt · MW · year exposure in the neutrino-beam mode (left) and antineutrino-beam
mode (right), for a total 300 kt · MW · year exposure. The plots assume normal mass hierarchy and
δCP = 0. The spectra are shown for both the CDR reference beam design and the optimized beam
design as described in Section 3.9.1.
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Figure 3.5: νe and ν̄e appearance spectra: Reconstructed energy distribution of selected νe CC-like
events assuming a 150 kt · MW · year exposure in the neutrino-beam mode (left) and antineutrino-
beam mode (right), for a total 300 kt · MW · year exposure. The plots assume normal mass hierarchy
and δCP = 0. The spectra are shown for both the CDR reference beam design and the optimized beam
design as described in Section 3.9.1.
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Figure 3.6: νµ and ν̄µ disappearance spectra: Reconstructed energy distribution of selected νµ CC-like
events assuming a 150 kt · MW · year exposure in the neutrino-beam mode (left) and antineutrino-beam
mode (right), for a total 300 kt · MW · year exposure. The plots assume normal mass hierarchy and
δCP = 0. The spectra are shown for both the CDR reference beam design and the optimized beam
design as described in Section 3.9.1.
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Ref: https://arxiv.org/abs/1512.06148
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Introduction

We use realistic simulations of the far detector and real reconstruction. 

For events selected as νμ CC, divide event into longest reconstructed track and hadronic 
energy.

For events selected as νe CC, divide event into reconstructed shower with highest charge 
and hadronic energy.

Estimate the hadronic energy using calorimetric information from hits not in track or 
shower, converting ADC counts to energy after making corrections for electron lifetime 
and recombination. 
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νμ CC track momentum by range

Range momentum calibration
Range momentum 
fractional residual

If the longest track is contained within the detector, estimate its momentum from its 
range. Calibrate track momentum by range using Monte Carlo.

Estimate reco track momentum as (range - intercept) / gradient. 

True νμ CC 
events with 
contained track

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress
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MCS track momentum

Ref: http://pdg.lbl.gov/2014/reviews/rpp2014-rev-passage-particles-matter.pdf

If the longest reco track exits the detector, estimate its momentum from multi-
Coulomb scattering (MCS).

16 32. Passage of particles through matter

x

splane
yplane

!plane

"plane

x /2

Figure 32.10: Quantities used to describe multiple Coulomb scattering. The
particle is incident in the plane of the figure.

Fig. 32.10 shows these and other quantities sometimes used to describe multiple
Coulomb scattering. They are

ψ rms
plane =

1√
3

θ rms
plane =

1√
3

θ0 , (32.18)

y rms
plane =

1√
3

x θ rms
plane =

1√
3

x θ0 , (32.19)

s rms
plane =

1

4
√

3
x θ rms

plane =
1

4
√

3
x θ0 . (32.20)

All the quantitative estimates in this section apply only in the limit of small θ rms
plane and

in the absence of large-angle scatters. The random variables s, ψ, y, and θ in a given plane
are correlated. Obviously, y ≈ xψ. In addition, y and θ have the correlation coefficient
ρyθ =

√
3/2 ≈ 0.87. For Monte Carlo generation of a joint (y plane, θplane) distribution,

or for other calculations, it may be most convenient to work with independent Gaussian
random variables (z1, z2) with mean zero and variance one, and then set

yplane =z1 x θ0(1 − ρ2
yθ)

1/2/
√

3 + z2 ρyθx θ0/
√

3 (32.21)

=z1 x θ0/
√

12 + z2 x θ0/2 ; (32.22)

θplane =z2 θ0 . (32.23)

Note that the second term for y plane equals x θplane/2 and represents the displacement
that would have occurred had the deflection θplane all occurred at the single point x/2.

For heavy ions the multiple Coulomb scattering has been measured and compared with
various theoretical distributions [41].

August 21, 2014 13:18

Divide the track into segments of equal length. Fit a straight line to each segment. 
Scattering angle is angle between successive segments. 

At high momentum, the scattering angle is small, while it is larger at low momentum.

Refs: https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.06187, https://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ex/0606006v1.pdf
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νμ CC MCS track momentum

MCS momentum calibration
MCS momentum 
fractional residual

Calibrate MCS momentum using Monte Carlo.

Estimate reco track momentum as (MCS - intercept) / gradient

True νμ CC 
events with 
exiting track

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress
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νμ CC hadronic energy

Hadronic energy calibration
Hadronic energy 

fractional residual

Estimate the hadronic energy from reconstructed hits that are not in the longest 
track. Make calibration using Monte Carlo. 

Reco hadronic energy tends to be too low since neutral particles are not 
reconstructed in the DUNE far detector. On average 40% of the energy is missing, but 
there are fluctuations in this from event to event, and this limits energy resolution. 

True νμ CC 
events. 

Tail < -1 in 
resolution 
plot is due to 
subtraction 
of intercept 
(which is > 0) 
when making 
correction.

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress
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νμ CC energy resolution

True νμ CC 
events with 
contained 
track

True νμ CC 
events with 
exiting 
track

Overall As function of true νμ energy

There is a 
clear bias as a 
function of 
true νμ energy.

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress
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νμ CC energy resolution

True νμ CC 
events with 
contained 
track

True νμ CC 
events with 
exiting 
track

Overall As function of true νμ energy

Make ad hoc 
tweaks of 
gradient and 
intercept of 
correction of 
hadronic 
energy. 

This reduces 
bias as a 
function of νμ 
energy.

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress
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νe CC shower energy

Shower energy calibration

Shower energy fractional residual

Make calibration of energy of 
reconstructed shower with highest charge 
using Monte Carlo. 

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE 
work in 
progress

DUNE 
work in 
progress

DUNE 
work in 
progress
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νe CC hadronic energy

Hadronic energy calibration
Hadronic energy 
fractional residual

Also make a calibration of νe CC reco hadronic energy using Monte Carlo.  Again 
the missing energy from neutral particles fluctuates from event to event, which 
limits the overall energy resolution. 

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress
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νe CC energy resolution

Overall νe energy resolution 
νe energy resolution as 
function of true energy

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress
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Conclusion

We have implemented a complete first version of neutrino energy reconstruction in the 
DUNE far detector. This reconstruction is done by making separate estimates of the 
lepton and hadronic energies in CC events. We achieve overall energy resolutions of 20% 
for νμ CC and 13% for νe CC events. 

The resolutions of each component of the neutrino energy reconstruction in % are 
summarised below:

νμ CC νe CC

Longest reco track (contained) 5 -
Longest reco track (exiting) 20 -

Reco shower with highest charge - 8

Hadronic energy 39 49

14
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BACKUP  SLIDES
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νμ CC energy resolution

True νμ CC events 
with contained track

True νμ CC events 
with exiting track

What is reason for bias as a function of true νμ energy ? 

There is no bias in reco momentum by range or MCS momentum as a function of 
either true muon momentum or true νμ energy. Nor is there a bias in reco hadronic 
energy as a function of true hadronic energy (please see backup). The culprit is 
hadronic energy fractional residual as a function of true νμ energy:

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress
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Kinematic energy 
reconstruction

Bias as a function of true energy is worse for events with contained tracks and 
worse at low true energy. It is also worse for νμ CCQE events than for CC res or 
CC DIS events.

Try kinematic reconstruction of νμ energy to see whether it can help for some or 
all νμ CCQE events:

off-axis detector reconstructs exclusive final states to study
neutrino interactions and beam properties corresponding to
those expected at the far detector. Embedded in the refur-
bished UA1/NOMAD magnet (field strength 0.2 T), it
consists of three large-volume time projection chambers
(TPCs) [10] interleaved with two fine-grained tracking
detectors (FGDs, each 1 ton). It also has a !0-optimized
detector and a surrounding electromagnetic calorimeter.
The magnet yoke is instrumented as a side muon range
detector.

The SK water-Cherenkov far detector [11] has a fiducial
volume of 22.5 kt within its cylindrical inner detector (ID).
Enclosing the ID is the 2 m-wide outer detector (OD). The
front-end readout electronics [7] allow for a dead-time-free
trigger. Spill timing information, synchronized by the
global positioning system with<150 ns precision, is trans-
ferred from J-PARC to SK and triggers the recording of
photomultiplier hits within !500 "s of the expected neu-
trino arrival time.

The results presented in this paper are based on the first
two physics runs: Run 1 (January–June 2010) and Run 2
(November 2010–March 2011). During this time period,
the Main Ring proton beam power was continually in-
creased and reached 145 kW with 9" 1013 protons per
pulse. The fraction of protons hitting the target was moni-
tored by the electrostatic beam position monitors, seg-
mented secondary emission monitors and optical
transition radiation monitor and found to be greater than
99% and stable in time. A total of 2, 474, 419 spills was
retained for analysis after beam and far-detector quality
cuts, corresponding to 1:43" 1020 protons on target
(POT).

We present the study of events in the far detector with a
single muonlike ("-like) ring. The event selection enhan-
ces #" charged-current quasielastic interactions (CCQE).
For these events, neglecting the Fermi motion, the neutrino
energy E# can be reconstructed as

E# ¼ m2
p $ ðmn $ EbÞ2 $m2

" þ 2ðmn $ EbÞE"

2ðmn $ Eb $ E" þ p" cos$"Þ
; (2)

where mp is the proton mass, mn the neutron mass, and
Eb ¼ 27 MeV is the binding energy of a nucleon inside a
16O nucleus. In Eq. (2), E", p" and $" are, respectively,
the measured muon energy, momentum and angle with
respect to the incoming neutrino. The selection criteria
for this analysis were fixed fromMonte Carlo (MC) studies
before the data were collected. The observed number of
events and spectrum are compared with signal and back-
ground expectations, which are based on neutrino flux and
cross-section predictions and are corrected using an inclu-
sive measurement in the off-axis near detector.

Our predicted beam flux (Fig. 1) is based on models
tuned to experimental data. The most significant constraint
comes from NA61 measurements of pion production [12]
in (p, $) bins, where p is the pion momentum and $ the

polar angle with respect to the proton beam; there are
5%–10% systematic and similar statistical uncertainties
in most of the measured phase space. The production of
pions in the target outside the NA61-measured phase space
and all kaon production are modeled using FLUKA [13,14].
The production rate of these pions is assigned systematic
uncertainties of 50%, and kaon production uncertanties are
estimated to be between 15% and 100% based on a com-
parison of FLUKA with data from Eichten et al. [15]. The
software package GEANT3 [16], with GCALOR [17] for
hadronic interactions, handles particle propagation through
the magnetic horns, target hall, decay volume and beam
dump. Additional systematic errors in the neutrino fluxes
are included for uncertainties in secondary nucleon pro-
duction and total hadronic inelastic cross sections, uncer-
tainties in the proton beam direction, spatial extent and
angular divergence, the horn current, and the secondary
beam line component alignment uncertainties. The stabil-
ity of the beam direction and neutrino rate per proton on
target are monitored continuously with Interactive
Neutrino GRID and are within the assigned systematic
uncertainties [3].
Systematic uncertainties in the shape of the flux as

a function of neutrino energy require knowledge of the
correlations of the uncertainties in (p, $) bins of hadron
production. For the NA61 pion-production data [12],
we assume full correlation between (p, $) bins for each
individual source of systematic uncertainty, except for
particle identification where there is a known
momentum-dependent correlation. Where correlations of
hadron-production uncertainties are unknown, we choose
correlations in kinematic variables to maximize the uncer-
tainty in the normalization of the predicted flux.
Neutrino interactions are simulated using the NEUT

event generator [18]. Uncertainties in cross sections of
the exclusive neutrino processes are determined by com-
parisons with recent measurements from the SciBooNE
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FIG. 1. (Top) the predicted flux of #" as a function of neutrino
energy without oscillations at Super-Kamiokande and at the off-
axis near detector; (bottom) the flux of #" and !#" at Super-

Kamiokande. The shaded boxes indicate the total systematic
uncertainty for each energy bin.

K. ABE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 85, 031103(R) (2012)

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS

031103-4

Equation ref: Phys. Rev. D 85 031103

Eb = binding energy. This formula is only valid for CCQE events. It neglects the 
Fermi momentum of the struck nucleon and any possible final-state interactions. 

θ

pμ
Muon

νμ
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Hybrid energy 
reconstruction

True νμ CCQE events with contained track

Very small 
dependence on 
true energy.

Use hybrid reconstruction for νμ CCQE events: if ratio of track + hadronic reco 
energy / kinematic reco energy > 1.5, use track + hadronic, otherwise use kinematic 
reconstruction.

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE 
work in 
progress
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Range momentum resolution

True νμ CC events with contained track

DUNE 
work in 
progress

DUNE 
work in 
progress
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Hadronic energy resolution

True νμ CC events with contained track

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE work 
in progress
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Hadronic energy resolution

True νμ CC events 
with contained track

CC QE CC Res

CC DIS

DUNE work 
in progress

DUNE 
work in 
progress

DUNE work 
in progress
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MCS momentum resolution

True νμ CC events with exiting track

DUNE 
work in 
progress

DUNE 
work in 
progress
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Hadronic energy resolution

True νμ CC events with exiting track

DUNE 
work in 
progress

DUNE 
work in 
progress
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Hadronic energy resolution

True νμ CC events 
with exiting track

CC QE CC Res

CC DIS

DUNE 
work in 
progress

DUNE 
work in 
progress

DUNE 
work in 
progress
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Hadronic energy resolution

True νe CC events

DUNE 
work in 
progress

DUNE 
work in 
progress
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Multiple Coulomb scattering

This description is taken from an ICARUS paper at

https://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ex/0606006v1.pdf

A charged particle traversing a medium is deflected through many small angle 
scatterings. 

Divide the track into segments of equal length. Fit a straight line to each track 
segment. 

For each consecutive pair of segments, the scattering angle is the difference 
between the segment angles.

26
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Multiple Coulomb scattering

the “pure” Coulomb scattering θrms
0 by the following expression:

(θrms
meas)

2 = (θrms
0 )2 + (θrms

noise)
2 (2)

where θrms
noise is the angular detector resolution on the difference of two mea-

sured segment angles. In our case, it corresponds to the spatial resolution in
the drift coordinate, σ, which is related to the error on the determination of
each individual hit time. This magnitude was measured during the T600 run,
using cosmic ray muons and test pulse data, to be about 400 µm. The noise
contribution does not depend on the track momentum. It only depends on the
segment length (θrms

noise ∝ l−3/2
seg ). Substituting in equation 2, we get:

θrms
meas =

√

(θrms
0 )2 + (θrms

noise)2

=

√

√

√

√

√





13.6 MeV

βc p
z

√

l

X0

·

[

1 + 0.038 · ln

(

l

X0

)]





2

+ (C · l−3/2)2 (3)

where C is just a proportionality constant for the noise.

To extract the track momentum, we measure θrms
meas for different segment

lengths (l). A fit to those values, using equation 3, provides an estimation
of p and C, which are taken as free parameters. This procedure allows to
compute the momentum for each single track, since no other assumptions are
made. In addition, with this original approach, we avoid the usual problem of
choosing an optimal segment length for the determination of the momentum.

As an example, figure 2 shows the result obtained when this procedure is
applied to a simulated 3 GeV muon. The triangles correspond to the exper-
imentally measured RMS of the scattering angles for different values of the
segment length. The curve indicates the fit result. The rising up at low val-
ues of l indicates the region where the contribution from detector resolution
dominates, whereas at high values of l the main contribution comes from pure
Coulomb scattering.

In this new approach, the key point to compute the momentum on a track
by track basis is to decide the set of segment lengths that will be included
in the fit. The minimum segment length should be such that effects due to
multiple scattering emerge from detector noise. The optimal value for this
minimum segment length is 5 cm. The maximum segment length should be
short enough to allow as much entries as possible inside the angle distribution
used to compute θrms

meas. This last value clearly depends on the recorded track
length. To improve our results, we decided to split our sample into tracks
having lengths longer than 2.5 meters and tracks shorter than 2.5 meters. In
fact, this corresponds to a muon momentum cut at around 600 MeV. For long
tracks we have used 13 segment lengths inside the interval [5 cm, 35 cm]. For
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the drift coordinate, σ, which is related to the error on the determination of
each individual hit time. This magnitude was measured during the T600 run,
using cosmic ray muons and test pulse data, to be about 400 µm. The noise
contribution does not depend on the track momentum. It only depends on the
segment length (θrms

noise ∝ l−3/2
seg ). Substituting in equation 2, we get:

θrms
meas =

√

(θrms
0 )2 + (θrms

noise)2

=

√

√

√

√

√





13.6 MeV

βc p
z

√

l

X0

·

[

1 + 0.038 · ln

(

l

X0

)]





2

+ (C · l−3/2)2 (3)

where C is just a proportionality constant for the noise.

To extract the track momentum, we measure θrms
meas for different segment

lengths (l). A fit to those values, using equation 3, provides an estimation
of p and C, which are taken as free parameters. This procedure allows to
compute the momentum for each single track, since no other assumptions are
made. In addition, with this original approach, we avoid the usual problem of
choosing an optimal segment length for the determination of the momentum.

As an example, figure 2 shows the result obtained when this procedure is
applied to a simulated 3 GeV muon. The triangles correspond to the exper-
imentally measured RMS of the scattering angles for different values of the
segment length. The curve indicates the fit result. The rising up at low val-
ues of l indicates the region where the contribution from detector resolution
dominates, whereas at high values of l the main contribution comes from pure
Coulomb scattering.

In this new approach, the key point to compute the momentum on a track
by track basis is to decide the set of segment lengths that will be included
in the fit. The minimum segment length should be such that effects due to
multiple scattering emerge from detector noise. The optimal value for this
minimum segment length is 5 cm. The maximum segment length should be
short enough to allow as much entries as possible inside the angle distribution
used to compute θrms

meas. This last value clearly depends on the recorded track
length. To improve our results, we decided to split our sample into tracks
having lengths longer than 2.5 meters and tracks shorter than 2.5 meters. In
fact, this corresponds to a muon momentum cut at around 600 MeV. For long
tracks we have used 13 segment lengths inside the interval [5 cm, 35 cm]. For
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where β is velocity, p momentum and z charge of particle
X0 is radiation length, l is segment length, C l-3/2 is noise

One advantage of this method is that it can be used equally well for stopping 
and exiting particles. 

Compute the RMS of the scattering angle distribution

Repeat for different segment lengths, and fit for p and C in 
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Hit charge correction

Lifetime correction to correct for recombination with ions in “bulk” of liquid 
argon, i.e. not in a column or box around the charged particle track being 
considered (but they can be from another track). 

Ionisation charge = charge collected x exp(drift time / lifetime).
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